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Nurturing a natural relationship with
the surroundings

Connecting multiple power systems

CCTV and Security were key
integration systems for the Hunter
Valley Retreat Project

Learn how the Hunter Valley Retreat
Project from our Head of Integration

The power forces behind the
Hunter Valley Retreat into life



R E I M A G I N E

When it comes to a country get-away from the big
smoke, it is hard to argue that the surrounding
vineyards of the Hunter Valley aren’t the perfect
remedy to ease the tension of the constant rat
race. 

This home has the idyllic sense of blending into
the surroundings, a one storey house perched on
the top of a hill overlooking the valleys of the
continuous rows of vineyards. If the expansive
view isn't able to calm you down, we are sure that
the ever growing local wine collection of the
owner will do the trick. 

Fortunately this home won’t just have to rely on
their neighbours for providing wine as it has a
private 56 acre vineyard just a stone's throw from
the home. The owners can sit and watch their
investments quite literally grow in front of their
eyes. There is a strong sense of land and
continuation here which is able to provide a
grounding sense of patience. You can feel that
every year the landscape will slowly evolve and
contribute to the family living there. 

The home is natural to its bones and functions,
with the land providing all the necessary heating
required. With no gas, the home is set to utilise
natural wood fireplaces to warm the occupants on
the cold winter nights. This combined with a
10kW solar system and Tesla battery means that
there will be hardly any need to connect with the
grid. This allows the owners to embark on a
journey of reconnection and understanding of
what the land can bestow and provide the needed
change in perspective of the usual daily grind.
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"Idyllic sense of 

blending into the

surroundings"
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GreenElec's Integration team strategically plan and design solutions for A-
grade commercial, luxury residential homes and apartments, retail and
mixed-used precincts.  

We review, research and ideate to identify clear meaning behind the
storytelling our clients want to create.  We bring together these ideas and
formulate an execution plan with gold-star project management across the  
conceptualisation, design, construction and aftercare phases.   

I N T E G R A T I O N



Lighting Design
Lighting Control

Access Control
Security PIR
CCTV
Intercom
Home Network

Solar
Energy Storage

Home Theatre
Audio

Cooling
Heating
Irrigration 
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OUR UNIQUE POINT OF DIFFERENCE

GreenElec's unique difference is our credible background experience in the
fields of electrical, renewable energy, engineering, planning, design and
technology over 13 years. 

We balance our deep understanding of the aesthetics of design with the
pragmatics of constructibility and our broad knowledge of construction
systems. This results in innovative design solutions that:

Increase project marketability;

Improve the value, efficiency safety and environmental performance of
smart homes; and

Provide better user experiences for our clients3
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S M A R T  H O M E
T E C H N O L O G I E S

The first step to securing the home
was through the implementation of a
Dahua CCTV system providing 360
degree coverage of the whole property
which linked directly to an app on the
owner's smartphone. This allowed
them to watch or review footage
anywhere in the world and ensure that
there were no problems at the home.

The second step in securing the home
was through fulfilling the need of a
security system by using the incredibly
powerful Inception Security System.
This security system has the ability to
be connected to the network to allow
the owners to monitor and control
their security system remotely. This
negated the need for a back-to-base
monitoring service as the owners
could receive notifications straight to
their smartphones of any sensor or
smoke alarm trigger and could call
their friendly neighbours to check on
the property much faster than relying
on the authorities getting to the out of
town property in time. 

The property consists of beautiful clean
lines so to avoid the use of bulky and
unsightly sensors we used recessed
sensors to maintain the aesthetic of the
home. The added bonus of the Inception
System was that the owners could
remotely control the access to the
property by integrating the electric
gates and strikes. This means that they
are able to allow friends and family to
come and go, allowing them to also
enjoy the property.

All of this wouldn’t have been possible
without a robust Ubiquiti Network
system that we set up to provide Wifi
around the property and remote
connection. With the property set in a
remote location, the NBN is not set to
get to their street for years to come. 

The last key system we implemented
was a 10.5kW Solar system connected
to a Tesla home battery to provide year
round clean renewable energy. With the
home perched on top of the hill,  there is
an unobstructed connection with the
sun year round providing maximum
yield from the solar panels. We
specifically tied in the heavy energy
sucking systems of the pool and spa
pumps to only operate from the Tesla
battery to ensure that the home is
boosting it’s off grid capabilities.

"CCTV & Security 

were key 

integration elements"
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A  W O R D

BRIEF ~ Renewing Forms of Connection

The brief was to ensure a reconnection with the
land and complement the architectural setting of
the home through the use of modern
technologies and energy conscious practices.
The clients wanted to have a place where they
could come to disconnect from the outside
world but when not at the home stay connected
to it so they knew it was ready waiting for them
to come again. 

CHALLENGES ~ Adapting the landscape of Work

Due to the remote location of the home, we had to
coordinate a large team to continuously migrate
from Sydney to execute the project over the course
of X months. This required precise communication
with the build team to ensure that the project
timeline was maintained and achieved. 
 
The location of the home definitely added it’s
challenges with acquiring reliable and strong
internet connections to provide the remote access
to home systems to provide the clients the
satisfaction that their home was safe and secure. 
 
Additionally the landscape needed some remedying
with a large power pole and cables directly
interrupting the expansive views over the properties
vineyards. 

THE SOLUTION ~ Teamwork

We were able to meet the clients needs and the
challenges faced through our skilled and powerful team.
Every one of Greenelec’s employees has had their hands
on this project in some way. 

 

Whether it was communication with the design team to
ensure their aesthetic was complimented, effectively
coordinating and implementing with the build team and
the other trades, research and implementation of
advanced technologies, adding energy efficient solar &
battery systems or just the pure muscle of burying new
mains cable in a 180m length of trench to make all of
this is possible. 
 
We believe the diverse skills of our team makes any
challenge a form of empowerment to overcome and
display to our clients the lengths we will go to achieve
their dream home.

"communication 

from the design team to

the install team 

was critical"

The owners are planning to only live in the home
part time shared with their other residences
around NSW. This meant there were some critical
systems required to ensure that the home was
looked after and ready for their imminent
occupation at any given time. 

Through the use of select smart home
technologies we were able to provide the owners
with the peace of mind that the home was under
constant surveillance and has the ability to allow
guests to enjoy the home in their absence.
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David - Head of Integration



P R O J E C T
S P E C I F I C A T I O N

PROJECT NAME

Hunter Valley Retreat

PROJECT TYPE

Residential

LOCATION

PokolbinNSW

ARCHITECT

Matthew Woodward

PHOTOGRAPHY

GreenElec

BUILDER

PCM Projects

GreenElec Integration Team

INTEGRATION

ELECTRICAL + SECURITY

GreenElec

LANDSCAPE

Barefoot Landscapes

JOINERY

Saltwater Joinery
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greenelec.com.au
Energy Integration Speciliasts

David Tullington
Head of Integration

0459 677 122
david@greenelec.com.au


